HOW TO CLEAN YOUR BRUSH
ONLY use NSI Nail Liquid to clean your KOLINSKY Brushes.
Use NSI ATTRACTION or NSI UNIVERSAL Nail Liquids.
When using a new acrylic brush for the 1st time, the “dressing” in the hairs must be
thoroughly removed. Pour some of the nail liquid into a clean dappen dish. Dislodge the
dressing by gently dipping the hairs of the brush into the nail liquid for 15s. Do not allow
the ferrule of the brush to be in the liquid. Lift your brush out and wipe it gently on a nail
wipe. Do this a few times until the brush is cleaned. Do not pull on the hairs of the brush.
Shape the brush gently into it’s desired shape while wet and then with a nail wipe, your
brush is now ready. Discard the remaining nail liquid. For your acrylic application, fill
your dappen dish with some clean fresh Nail Liquid and saturate the hairs of your brush
into it, this will eliminate air bubbles. Shape the brush hairs well again while wet, remove
some of the excess liquid on a nail wipe if needed and you can now process to your acrylic
application.
Never wash your brushes with soap, water or Acetone as these substances will dry out the
hairs of your brush. The best is to stay away from solvents for the cleaning of the Kolinsky
(Or Sable hairs) acrylic brushes. Avoid using Brush Cleaners for your acrylic brushes,
their formulas is too harsh and drying the hairs of these brushes. Brush Cleaners are
generally best used to clean Gel brushes with synthetic and nylon hairs.
Never put the brush down during use or after use without cleaning it first very well on a
nail wipe. If it happens, the acrylic particles left into the brush hairs will dry hard in/on
these caught hairs => the brush will then be clogged and unusable. If the brush does get
clogged with acrylic, you can try to soak it in a little bit of nail liquid, the acrylic may
soften enough to be removed.
Storage: first check that all hairs are freely moving when dipping your brush into the jar
of nail liquid, by pressing your brush side to side and also flat onto the bottom of the jar,
check that there is no acrylic clogged into the hairs. Shape the brush hairs back to the
desired shape on a nail wipe: a) to a fine point or b) to a flat shape if desired.
While wiping the wet hairs of the brush
a) for a fine point: gently turn the brush between your fingers until you get the brush
end tip to a fine point again for storage.
b) Or brush wipe the brush flat on the nail wipe to obtain a flat shape.
Store your brushes flat in a covered container or flat in a drawer. Do not store upright or
near dust.
Do not store brushes back into their packaging (e.g. plastic tubes & bags) as the plastic
packaging will disintegrate to the contact of the nail liquid with time. The best is to store
your brushes cleaned and flat into a Brush Pouch Bag (see some online).
✅ Remember: When your brush is too clogged and badly, it’s often too late!
Spend on a new good brush, this is your most important tool! Clean it ONLY with NSI nail
liquid and take good care of your best tool.
Check all our brushes & Pouch/Brush Bags online www.nsinails.com.au
General advices:
If you look after and care for your brush properly it should last you a long time.
The majority of Kolinsky brushes are made from natural hairs. Once you have prepared
your new brush and cleaned it well from the “new dressing coat they have on them when
they are new”, it’s recommended that you put a very small amount of Cuticle Oil into the
hairs, the oil with help condition the hairs of the brush, leave the oil in the brush hairs for
a few minutes.
Using oil in your brushes will help to condition them and keep them nicer for longer ;
think of it like your own hair => you wash it and condition it to keep it in a good
condition.
Before your next use, gently clean your brush into a baby wipe or a nail wipe saturated
with a bit of NSI Nail Liquid.
The conditioning of Kolinsky brushes from time to time is keeping well the brush hairs
together and avoiding the dryness of these natural hairs. Remember, they are made of
natural hairs, so their maintenance is like for natural real hairs!
All brushes eventually wear out, however, you can preserve your brushes longer, if you
follow these common sense guidelines.

